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Olympic subvert the traditional order of a single model, using a series of product ordering patterns, the product is further subdivided.
Therefore, the product will be divided into the Olympic Order basketball series, comprehensive training series, running series, Sports
Lifestyle series, each series and extends under several sub-series.
had earlier introduced, it was born in the ; 1996 ; on ; 11 ; months ; Air ; Jordan ; 12 "Taxi," the first year of color, will be re-sold this
year, This time we will bring this Near reward classic color image. Most ; Air ; Jordan ; series of the most classic of a shoe, Air ;
Jordan ; 12 ; by the legendary designer ; Tinker ; Hatfield ; personally penned, and design inspiration is derived from ; Nissh��ki ;
Japanese flag and ; 19 ; century, a popular style of women's boots. The new version is fully restored engraved year's "Taxi" color, with
black pebble leather combined with white leather shoes are constituted, supplemented by detailed stitching uppers, soles of the
black gold detail, and gold buckle embellishment sideways. In addition, the heel is also embroidered with ; Jumpman ; logo, and the
word "JORDAN." Shoes will be ; 12 ; May ; 14 ; designated shops for sale in the brand day, and interested friends may pay more
attention, also welcomed the re-comment your thoughts at the left.
Sports all-star player in the universe, Nike released a special edition All-Star sneakers
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Chinese shoes Network February 10 hearing, the 2012 NBA All-Star Weekend is about to start on the 19th of this month, but Nike
also seize the opportunity to announce a specially prepared for its exclusive color shoes All-Star players. 
I believe before the Air Foamposite One "Galaxy" has given everyone left a deep impression. Yes, this All-Star shoes all in "Galaxy"
as the theme, including LEBRON 9, ZOOM KD IV, KOBE VII System, though not clear whether the city related to the Galaxy and
Orlando, but personally think that this Shoes regarded as the most outstanding in recent years, the color in the All-Star once, both to
meet the All-Star break, "dazzling", "eye-catching" of demand, and no loss of certainty in the details, very worthy of recommendation. 
The All-Star color shoes will go on sale on February 25, I believe you will have also witnessed performances by the All-Star game on
them. 

Related news
This weekend the shoes sector is doomed and set off a craze, the long-awaited Yeezy Boost 350 "Black" grand debut earlier been
reported a number of domestic retail outlets will be limited sale online reservation recently ordered list also float out of the water, in
this first qualifying purchase shoes Congratulations to get lost friends. Returning to the queuing crowd has spread to the global,
regional shoe fans already make adequate operational readiness, following immediately by collecting back from Instagram Photos,
let everybody rushed to understand the situation overseas sale shop, which shares the feelings of some black whirlwind charm.
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Sports players Nike KD 7 "CAVE PURPLE" new color ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
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Chinese shoes Network November 19 hearing, the seventh generation of the Queen as Durant boots, Nike KD 7 has impeccable
court advantage. Whether or off the field, as if you are in the Interpretation of Durant's life bit by bit, he was the inspiration to create
the shoes of course, let Kevin Durant himself fascinated. KD 7 series gives a strong story, has been focused on the technical aspects
of the design team, and this latest KD 7 "CAVE PURPLE" as we would interpret the story of how it? It is said that the main color is
inspired by the Raptors jersey color, purple tone throughout the body of the shoe, striking fantasy blue Swoosh Logo impressive, with
black and gray in the bottom of the heel, and yet a little active calm temperament; exactly what is negotiable between Durant and
Raptors The subject? Let everybody go slowly up fine. (Media Partner: Annie Shoes ; Luoman Qi shoes) 

Related news
New Balance recently took the classic 1400 joined the American celebrate Independence Day camp. As part of the heritage series,
the shoes from the United States flag extracted blue and red two-color respectively throughout the suede and mesh shoe body and
side "n" word and heel and many details, finally equipped with white bottom and non slip rubber bottom and into. At present, this pair
of shoes has landed Sneaker Boutique Feature, priced at $$170.



In this season, Neo launched the colorful lightweight windproof clothing, silky fabric splicing, the gorgeous color match, to create
Sunshine Youth appearance. Full of vitality of the party boys windbreaker, launched orange / Blue / yellow and green, such as bright
color, outline the tough boys activity of breath, paired with a variety of modeling block surface stitching, show unique youthful attitude.
Female part of the paragraph, this month the rose red / light yellow / ceramic white and different colors, the collision of relaxed and
enjoyable sports atmosphere, otherwise high waist design of a short paragraph, modified visual scale, to create the best party
equipment, ready to gather summer!
Sports players adidas Originals Tubular & times; Primeknit shoes ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
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Chinese shoes network July 29 hearing, shortly before the debut adidas Originals Tubular X Primeknit in Paris men's week is
expected in August, landed the first major designated shops, and now a fall, adidas Originals is also innovative for this pair of shoes
shoes ready version. Reduce the appearance of the contour of the adult version is consistent, the same Primeknit lightweight
breathable knit material production, on the side joining the "X" shape with alligator embossed leather frame, while carrying a white
slip outsole. There are so cute sense full of avant-garde fashion design, families with young children dad tide tidal mother can not
miss the (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News Brand Recommended: Linsen ;
Orem Fort)! 

; 

sweep swept away! Participate in the "Top Ten Chinese shoe brand" vote 

Related news
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] since 2001 as Adidas AG Adidas CEO Herbert Hainer is the group's longest-serving
CEO, 2017 will start in March retiring, for his successor, is still no decision. Recently, some investors adidas Group urges the
Supervisory Board as soon as possible to find a new CEO candidates from outside. 

It is reported that one of the group of investors, the Henkel Group chairman Kasper Rorsted has been with adidas chairman Igor
Landau met expressed their recommendations for Hainer successor, but the news that did not seem to reach a final consensus. 
Earlier this year Herbert Hainer to internal staff in an open letter had said that the new CEO internal promotion and external
appointment are possible. Internal staff group allegedly responsible for global brand and marketing CEO Eric Liedtke is the new
CEO Roland Auschel most competitive candidate. And Ingo Speich Adidas AG holds a 0.9% stake in Adidas Group private equity
fund manager Union Investment Group's CEO expressed the hope that the transfer of the sooner the better. (Chinese shoes Network
- the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
[Chinese shoes Network - when the new equipment] fictional Area 72 is five Nike Sportswear inspiration behind the shoe series, the
series dedicated to the mid-season weekend in Houston basketball star game design. 
AREA 72 series followed the passing of a variety of classic Nike Basketball shoes, and into the galactic texture, design reflective and
fluorescent effect. The series of five shoes are in the top-secret Area 72 development test facilities, the most significant feature is the
custom Galaxy decorative patterns, consistent with the Nike Basketball Houston basketball star game weekend special edition boots
pattern. Collar at each shoes also have adopted the texture pattern. 

At the same time the image of Nike Raygun designs reappeared in shoes, since ten years ago in Nike Basketball debut will be
favorable, this is also found in this image on each shoe tongue. Raygun has iconic jetpack and aliens look like, and ready to Thunder
potential sweep. 
The series will be held on February 14 by specifying the limited sale of retail stores and Nike.com. (Chinese shoes Network - the
most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Sports players fragment design & times; Nike to create a new joint shoes ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
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Chinese shoes Network October 28 hearing, by Japanese street fashion godfather Hiroshi Fujiwara (Hiroshi Fujiwara) at the helm of
the fragment design sports brand Nike recently and are working together again to create a new Roshe LD-1000 SP joint shoes. In
the earlier "Dark Navy" after the color caused some heated debate, NikeLab today and in the special page exposure Instagram
another double new color version. Mixed contour over 1976 popular classic running shoes and running shoes Roshe Run bound LD-
1000, using a combination of suede and mesh material making body of the shoe, to navy blue as the main theme, and into the yellow
in the heel, insole and Swoosh in Manufacturing contrast. The new color of Roshe LD-1000 SP will begin on November 6 at NikeLab
limited edition. (Media Partner: shoe-like image ; progenitor cloud Winnipeg shoes) 

; 



Related news
; ; ;

; ; ; Model - Color: 313143-111

; ; ; English name: ZOOM KOBE I

; ; ; key technologies: Upper: full-grain leather shiny. Breathable uppers ankle padding provide supportive mouth. Built comfort
seamless sleeves. Carbon fiber heel provide lateral stability.

; ; ; in the end: PHYLON lightweight midsole with grooves provided in sufficient elasticity. Open full length carbon fiber tray SPRING
provide propulsion multiple directions. Heel and forefoot area with sensitive ZOOM AIR cushion.

; ; ; outsole: durable, lightweight hard rubber with maximum traction herringbone pattern of bone design.
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